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Exploring the human side of dementia helps put a face on this fast-growing 

affliction. This study reflects one elderly woman’s story of recovery from 

dementia that arose following a stroke. Painting a portrait of life with dementia 

can help us conceptualize the experience, how people live and how they would 

like to live. The woman is Marcia, my mom1, and this is a qualitative inquiry 

with a collaborative narrative design to explore her experiences and to 

document my own. This study may help dementia patients and their support 

teams better understand the process of living with dementia and can perhaps 

lead to a more informed and supportive environment to optimize recovery for 

all concerned. Keywords: Dementia, Dementia Recovery, Quality of Life, 

Qualitative 

  

 

Background and Objectives 

 

While dementia is a growing global public health problem, dementia recovery is 

achievable, within a range of possibilities. I know because I witnessed it with my own mom. 

Using narrative inquiry, we explore my mom’s experiences after being diagnosed with 

dementia - hearing in her own words about the memories of her journey, what drove her 

recovery and how she wishes to live her life going forward.  

It is challenging for a child to become the chief caregiver for their parent, let alone to 

tackle roles as researcher and parent participant. Relationships between mothers and daughters 

can be complex, but sometimes new roles can evolve from these experiences and do so in all 

the right ways.  

 

Dementia is Scary 

 

Approximately five to seven percent of our worldwide population is affected by 

dementia with the number doubling approximately every 20 years (Djukic, Wedekind, Franz, 

Gremke, & Nau, 2015). The American elderly population (defined as persons age 65 years and 

older) is expected reach to 70 million by 2030. As the elderly U.S. population grows, the 

number of individuals suffering strokes and/or dementia is predicted to increase (Plassman, 

Langa, Fisher, Heeringa, Weir, Ofstedal, & Steffens, 2007). Dementia is the most common 

reason to place the elderly in nursing facilities, and the demands for nursing home care are 

predicted to quadruple for those aged 85 and older (Feil, MacLean, & Sultzer, 2007). Learning 

more about what dementia is and what the best approaches are to possible recovery is likely to 

be of interest to growing numbers of people. The topic caught my attention last year.  

 
1 When first person is used, it refers to the first author, Deb Miller. 
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The beginning of my mom’s story. Marcia (pronounced Mar-SEE-uh) is my mom. 

This is not her life story, but rather a story about her recent experiences. A year ago, she was 

living independently at age 90, still proudly driving her Chrysler Milano, taking care of her 

beloved dog, Snowy, going to church on Sunday and managing her own finances without any 

signs of dementia. Then, she suffered a massive stroke. She needed to learn to speak again, 

how to eat, to sit up and to walk. Her brain function seemed generally fine in the beginning, 

although depression quickly set in as she sat in the hospital and began to realize her 

independence had been drastically altered. She clung to the idea of at least being reunited with 

Snowy, so she asked me, her youngest daughter, if she and her dog could join us in Florida. 

This dream became a reality after about two months of initial therapy in her Indiana hometown.   

We enjoyed a couple of happy but hectic months making continued physical progress 

until she suffered a second stroke. While this mini-stroke was barely perceptible on one level, 

the impact was major on the cognitive side. Suddenly, she no longer recognized me, she started 

to open outside doors randomly in search of long-lost destinations, incontinence took over and 

she would frequently forget to don any clothes. She dozed in and out of reality during the day 

and experienced vivid hallucinations at night. Marcia’s hard-earned physical improvement 

following the first stroke rapidly declined and she ended up back in a wheelchair much of the 

time.  

We turned to a neurologist who reviewed Marcia’s magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 

and spent time reviewing her current medications, blood work and history. She dozed in and 

out as his staff conducted initial cognitive screening tests (which she failed miserably) and 

some physical tests for gait and mobility. She was brought back a few days later for a lengthy 

brain scan and ultrasound, but it was not until the third visit when he diagnosed her with 

vascular dementia and delirium.  

He gently suggested we move her from our home to a nearby memory care facility with 

24-hour nursing and cognitive activities to routinely stimulate her, which could possibly aid in 

her recovery. The family all agreed. The neurologist said she had a chance at recovery, but the 

memory medication would take months to ramp up and to take full effect. This was a lot of 

information for me to process. For Marcia, this was the culmination of a tumultuous six months. 

I realized I didn’t really know what dementia was - let alone what to expect. At that stage, 

given Marcia’s recent rapid decline, recovery seemed impossible. I turned to the research for 

answers (see Figure 1).  
 

 

Figure 1. Source: Author. Marcia when diagnosed with dementia 

 

Dementia  

 

Dementia is defined as an acquired, persistent impairment in two or more cognitive 

areas (language, memory, problem solving) and is a leading cause of disability in the elderly 
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(Feil et al., 2007). According to dementia.org (2020), vascular dementia may set in following 

a stroke and patients can experience a sudden onset of these symptoms: confusion, trouble 

speaking or concentrating, difficulty solving problems, or completing tasks, problems with 

bladder and bowel control, hallucinations or being easily agitated or upset. Marcia had every 

symptom.                           

 

Dementia Recovery 

 

Dementia reversibility is a rare event. While possible, it is estimated that only 1-20% 

of all cases can be reversed (Clarfield, 2005). The wide range is due to many factors, including 

whether or not to include Alzheimer’s disease (AD) patients or not in the numbers as AD is 

considered irreversible and can distort the picture for those patients with a true shot at recovery. 

AD accounts for 55% to 77% of all dementias and vascular dementia (my mom’s diagnosis) 

accounts for 15% to 25% (Djukic et al., 2015). Prokopov (2010) reports about 10% of dementia 

cases can be reversed – all vascular. 

Although the odds of reversibility are slim, especially for older adults, dementia 

reversal is not a myth and Harisingani (2005) encouraged physicians not to give up the effort; 

testing, which can be rigorous, should only be considered on a case by case basis. Early 

recognition of cognitive impairment and dementia, followed by intervention, can offer patients 

and caregivers the opportunity for better quality of life (Feil et al., 2007). As there is much 

variability associated with vascular dementia, there is no specific treatment. Rehabilitation and 

accommodations can help improve an individual’s functioning post-stroke, and prescriptions 

for cognitive difficulties following stroke can be effective (Pinkston, Alekseeva, & González 

Toledo, 2009). 

One major obstacle to recovery is typically the stigma associated with dementia in older 

people. This negative image of being viewed as “different from others” significantly 

disadvantages older persons with dementia and contributes to a loss of status in society (Gavan, 

2011). As dementia symptoms often appear during hospital stays, knowing the right way to 

support older adults at the hospital is a starting point and could prevent the progression of 

dementia (Komatsu & Hamahata, 2014).  

Researchers report that older people with dementia prefer to be informed of the 

diagnosis, because they can more effectively manage their condition when they are aware. They 

feel hopeless and worthless without the ability to exercise some degree of control over their 

lives (Gavan, 2011). The concept of recovery within the recovery-based approach describes 

how people become empowered to manage their lives in a manner that offers meaning and 

purpose (Martin, 2009). This idea of recovery guides the dementia support team to create 

opportunities for empowerment for the person with dementia to choose how they manage their 

lives. The pursuit of empowerment means challenging the paternalistic approach traditionally 

taken in care of people with dementia (Gavan, 2011).  

The recovery-based approach means the support team maintains a positive attitude in a 

sharing of information within the reciprocal relationship. The staff brings expertise about 

dementia and health, while the person with dementia brings expertise about their life 

circumstances. The shared information results in customized care going beyond mere 

maintenance of people with dementia and offering them the possibility of recovery and hope 

(Gavan, 2011).  

The Tidal Model by Barker and Buchanan-Barker (2005) is one variation of the 

recovery-based approach and is used for dementia patients and more broadly for other areas of 

mental health nursing. The model was developed in the 1990s and focuses on empowering the 

person in care. The Tidal Model suggests treating others as we would want to be treated. Instead 

of the support team trying to mold the patient into a specified format for recovery, the model 
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uses the life experiences and everyday living of the person in care to shape his or her own 

recovery. The team listens and learns instead of directing (Kilmer & Lane-Tillerson, 2013).  

 

The Family Role   

 

Family members can provide significant support for older relatives in long-term 

residential care (Barken & Lowndes, 2018). Yet, while family members and friends may be 

considered “part of the team,” care facilities often lack the ability to facilitate their integration 

and engagement over time (Baumbusch & Phinney, 2014, p. 88). There are two primary 

theories about the role of families with respect to the elderly in long-term care settings. One 

theory is about the family’s shared function and balanced coordination with a facility, and the 

other theory views family roles in terms of providing meaning or purpose, such as the 

maintenance or preservation of the older relative's dignity and sense of self (Dupuis & Norris, 

2001).  

A study about the roles of adult daughters, who make up the majority of familial 

caregivers in the long-term care setting, looked at the daughters’ roles in caring for a parent 

with cognitive impairment living in a long-term care facility from the daughters’ perspectives. 

While family members are typically viewed as one homogeneous category, the researchers 

subdivided the daughters into five caregiving roles: active monitors, regular visitors, accepting 

relinquishers, unaccepting relinquishers, and indirect supporters (Dupuis & Norris, 2001).  

The active monitor role was consistent with the “role meaning” theory outlined above. 

These daughters believed their role served a purpose within the facility to maintain some sense 

of normalcy in their parents' lives, to monitor their care through regular communication with 

and observation of staff, and to maintain their parent's sense of personhood - by trying to 

maintain as much of the parent as possible. They also ensured that their parents were treated as 

adults, with dignity and respect. Adult daughters with this role felt some “pressure” to “being 

there,” a sense of obligation or duty to be involved in their parents' care. In some cases, this 

pressure seemed to be come from the adult daughters’ dissatisfaction with the care provided at 

the facility or in the women's perceptions of what their parents expected of them (Dupuis & 

Norris, 2001).  

While all five roles mentioned the “sense of duty” as a reason for their involvement, 

the less involved adult daughters in the study did define their roles differently than the more 

active women. These perceptions ranged from: their parent’s cognitive impairment meant their 

involvement wasn’t needed at the facility or that the facility could handle it better, they may 

have been more focused on the parent not in the facility or they were struggling with their own 

emotions about their parent’s impairment (Dupuis & Norris, 2001). The study concluded that 

the adult daughters' perceptions of the degree of cognitive impairment of their parent, and 

particularly their perception of the parents' psychological presence, were most important to the 

daughters’ experience and to their perceptions of what their role should be in the care of their 

parents (Dupuis & Norris, 2001).  

 

Purpose 

 

The purpose of this study was to understand the lived experiences of my mom, myself 

and our relationship through the context of Marcia’s dementia. Dementia can be a difficult 

illness to accept and to manage for the individual, and for their support team. Recovery from 

dementia is a process that can require a great deal of effort, yet without any guarantees of 

success or even any progress.    
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Research Design and Methods 

 

A narrative design portrays the experiences of others through vivid description and 

allows the researcher to “re-story” the narrative to focus on certain aspects of the experience 

and code for themes, context or setting which can be valuable to determining how and why the 

experience occurred (Patton, 2015). According to Gibbs (2015), data for narrative inquiry is 

obtained primarily from interviews, chronology is important and narratives are temporal, with 

a causal sequence. Clandinin and Murphy (2007) point out that narrative inquiry, unlike other 

methods, such as phenomenology, with its focus on observation, is not only about the 

experience, but is also about the human side that combines with the chain of experiences to 

create a narrative. With the story as a basis, the researcher seeks contexts and is part of the 

meaning-making process, as opposed to being a separate observer of it (Lacy, 2017).  

This qualitative study sought answers to the following specific research questions:  

 

• How can this narrative be interpreted to understand and illuminate the life 

of a dementia patient as they seek to recover and optimize their life 

experience going forward?  

• What does this narrative reveal about the person and the community they 

live in?  

• What can supporters learn from the narrative to aid in the recovery of 

dementia patients?   

 

In addition to the research questions, I also had my own questions. I felt like I had been 

a witness to a miracle. My mom had recovered. I wanted to know how this recovery could be 

explained. My own mom didn’t even know who I was for about three months before she 

regained 91 years of memory - except for pieces permanently lost in the immediate aftermath 

of the stroke and during the severe dementia portion. But now I had my mom back! I was 

grateful for the opportunity to pour over the research and to compare with my own observations 

and experiences – before I asked for my mom’s thoughts. I wondered if she blamed me and the 

family for placing her in a memory care facility?  More importantly, was she sincerely positive 

now about her life in general? If so, what was the secret for finding this inner peace and joy in 

life at age 91, post-stroke and post-dementia? I looked forward to learning her perspective on 

the recovery.  

 

Data Collection 

 

The data were primarily collected via interviews with Marcia, supplemented by my own 

observations. Many of these observations were captured on a daily basis in a journal I kept 

about Marcia in the year following her stroke. Some of Marcia’s hand-written notes and 

drawings from this period were also collected as artifacts.  

After the first interview, Marcia became fully engaged in the project. She inquired daily 

about my progress with the manuscript. I explained how her recent interview was only one 

piece of the overall study and she seemed genuinely interested to learn about the entire process. 

Later, I offered for her to read it (member checking) and she did. Having obtained institutional 

ethics approval and by fully explaining the study to her at the onset and involving her 

throughout the process, it increased my understanding and importance of her consultation in a 

process attempting to capture her experience and represent it in an authentic fashion, 

However, I still wondered why Marcia was so interested to tell her story. Was it her 

sense of duty to help her adult child write an article? Did she want to share the hope of recovery 

for other elders or their families and caregivers? Was she using the platform to leave behind a 
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message to her family? Gubrium and Holstein (2009) report that speakers not only tell stories, 

but what they do with their stories can shape the consequences of sharing their stories. So, 

finally I asked her, and she replied, “I was afraid to be interviewed at first - that you (Deb) 

might not like what I had to say - but once we got going and asked [me] questions I thought it 

was fine. Now, I’m happy about it.” You know what? I’m happy too, mom. And sharing your 

story has resulted in some important consequences for both of us.  

 

Data Analysis 

 

I chose line-by-line coding and supplemented the analysis by adding keywords-in-

context and word count analyses based on the transcripts. There were four interrelated themes 

that emerged from the coding process. The first theme was about her memories of the recovery, 

as well as her lack of memories. Other themes described her recovery, her strong desire for 

independence and her dreams for the future – all of the themes were underpinned by 

relationships she enjoyed with God, her doctor, her dog, family, friends and trained support 

personnel.  

The themes were derived from 27 categories identified from nearly 300 focused codes 

that resulted from the concrete analysis of data from the transcripts of interviews and from the 

observations made in my journal. There was also a review of artifacts from Marcia, such as 

notes she wrote, and clock images drawn for the neurologist at different stages of her recovery.  

 

Results 

 

Marcia’s road to recovery from dementia defied the odds. Without a road map for 

mother or daughter to follow, we discovered dementia recovery is possible with support along 

the way. There is broad research about dementia from a scientific lens, however, there is little 

attention given in the literature to exploring how a person that has been diagnosed with 

dementia feels about the journey to recovery, how they believe others treat them and how they 

define a successful recovery. The themes that emerged from the data were enlightening.  

 

Memories: Surprise, Surprise 

 

Memories and lack of memories were noted frequently in the transcripts. I was so 

surprised to hear her first interview response. When asked how she felt about her recovery from 

dementia, she replied “I didn’t know I had it.” As I later processed this response, it occurred to 

me that neither her neurologist, staff nor family had ever used that term, although they did 

discuss the temporary loss of her memory on many occasions. Perhaps this was a good thing – 

that no one had attached a label or implied the stigma of a mental disorder. 

I experienced a similar feeling of surprise later in the interview, when I realized Marcia 

didn’t remember much about the months she suffered from dementia. “I feel...I feel that I don't 

even remember having it.” And while she regained a lifetime of memories, there were some 

distant memories she claimed she would rather forget: “I don't even want to talk about it…It’s 

things in my past that I’d just as soon forget…” She certainly didn’t recall many of the 

experiences she had during her period of dementia. But that made sense as I mulled that over. 

If Marcia didn’t recognize her daughter at the time, why would she suddenly remember months 

after the fact, that she didn’t know who I was for three months?  

Bold (2012) suggested any narrative is only a representation of actuality – that a 

participant’s memory can impact how they tell their story, which then becomes the basis of 

analysis for the narrative. This narrative was not about the reality of Marcia’s recovery, but 
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more about interpreting the story she told, and determining if the research questions were 

answered.  

 

Recovery: Keeping the Faith 

 

After the first month of memory medication was in effect, she was gradually regaining 

her healthy mental state and she began to recognize her neurologist and place faith in him about 

her recovery. She listened very carefully as he tried to explain what had happened to cause the 

cognition challenges. He told her that the stroke had caused some damage to her brain, and that 

with therapy and medicine she could expect to recover, but it would take time and hard work. 

I believe it was important he offered her hope; from that moment she seemed inspired to work 

hard, and she set both small and large goals. But it started with her ability to make sense out of 

what had happened to her.  

 

He said there were little veins up in my head that had to grow back together. 

(Demonstrating by moving her fingers) and he said once they get back together, 

you’ll never know that it happened. He said they had to go back together. And 

he gave me some medicine that would help me. 

 

When asked if the medicine helped, she responded “My daughter said it did. And evidently it 

did, because I don’t have any of that up there and it has all healed.” Numerous times I’ve 

observed Marcia mimicking the doctor’s visual demonstration with her own hands as she 

explained to people how her brain was recovering. She seemed to need some sort of logical 

explanation about what had happened to her and to know that there was a recovery plan. Later, 

when her memory had returned, many staff members at the Coronada (the facility) remarked 

to her about her miraculous recovery. She appeared to accept this feedback as a compliment to 

her own efforts, but also as reinforcement that the doctor’s plan (fingers again visually 

demonstrating) had worked to repair her brain. Marcia seemed to view the recovery as a team 

effort, with contributions of her own combined with that of her doctor, daughter and staff.   

With reference to the Barker and Buchanan-Barker (2005) Tidal Model of recovery, I 

observed that the “Red Coats” (Marcia’s term for Coronada’s aides who wore red uniforms) 

provided a safe haven for Marcia by treating her like family. My all-important daily visits 

reinforced to Marcia that she was loved and not abandoned. The memory medicine from the 

neurologist helped her regain her sea legs along with therapy, cognitive activities, frequent 

visits from her dog and support from her friends – new and old. Regaining her memory was a 

gradual process, not an event; and it did “take a village.”  

 

Independence: Fuel for Recovery   

 

Marcia was raised as the only child of a single mother during the Great Depression. As 

a latch-key child, she developed a powerful sense of independence. This trait was reinforced 

later in life as she raised four children with little support from an executive husband who was 

at the office much of the time. More recently, she lived on her own, as a widow, for decades. 

However, Marcia’s sense of independence was challenged soon after the stroke as she faced a 

dramatically different lifestyle.  

 

I went through a lot of depression…I didn't have anything of my own. 

Everything was taken from me. I had no longer a car or my dog.  Everything. I 

wasn’t allowed any money… 
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Well, they never let me drive anymore. I can still drive. I could have still driven. 

I only drove 2000 miles a year. I only went to the grocery; I went to the church 

and I went to get my hair done and that’s about all. And the doctor to get my 

shots… 

 

 Losing independence can trigger symptoms of depression, while negatively impacting self-

esteem and well-being (Calkins & Cassella (2007). Marcia admitted her own depression, and 

her reasoning for that condition seemed related to her lack of independence.  

 

Dreams for the Future  

 

Depression and hope are highly interrelated in the elderly population. Those with hope 

about the future report far less symptoms of depression (Chimich & Nekolaichuk, 2004). 

Marcia’s fierce desire for independence seemed to explain the reasons for her dream to return 

home to Indiana.  

 

I can walk without it (the walker) cuz I’ve done it. I can do it…I get myself 

dressed. I get my nails done every other week and I get my hair done every 

week… 

 

And also, the reason I want to go home cuz I want to be near my husband where 

he’s buried and my mother and my son that died and that way…cuz I know 

that's where I will be. And I just want to be close to it and I know that I don't 

have many years left too. So that's the main reason I want to be home. And I 

have a lot of friends back home, so I just want to go home.  

 

Chimich and Nekolaichuk (2004) also found that having a sense of hope may offer a resilient 

or protective factor against depression in the elderly. For Marcia, her dream to return to her 

home and her husband’s gravesite seemed to do just that.      

  

Relationships 

 

Relationships were at the foundation of all the themes. Memories about relationships 

supported Marcia’s recovery, sparked her independence and were at the heart of her dream to 

return home. Marcia credited support from friends during her recovery. “They are still my close 

friends. Janet. Ruby. Barbara…Roselyn is my oldest…she's 95 going on 96 and she still alive 

and she still has most of her cookies. They kept calling me when I was down…”   

Marcia also used one of the biggest tools she had in her tool chest of resources - her 

relationship with God - to help fuel her recovery. “Because God is the one that helped me 

through. I am a strong believer in God, my Lord. He kept me through.” Relationships with 

family and especially her dog, Snowy, also contributed to her recovery, as seen in her recent 

Christmas card shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. Source: Author. Marcia when recovered from dementia, with Snowy.  

 

As her daughter, I tried to make Marcia’s time in Florida feel like home, in part by 

driving her furniture 1,000 miles from Indiana. I believe we achieved that.   

 

(I have) the same furniture. My headboard. My lamps. Here are photographs of 

my family (pointing) and over there is my curio and what's inside is a little bit 

of everything. My memories. On top of my curio are all my babies…my little 

dogs. (pointing at stuffed animals) The dog in the front is my Beau. I lost him. 

But I look at him every day. My little Snowy over there. 

 

I believe the staff at Coronada and myself were practicing the Tidal Model without 

knowing it. We allowed Marcia to experience the emotions of being tossed in a storm but didn’t 

make a fuss over it. She was shipwrecked, but we worked with her to repair her ship. We 

listened, and she was always valued and respected, hallmarks of the model (Barker & 

Buchanan-Barker, 2005). Marcia commented about getting along with the Red Coats. “They 

ask me what I think…I tell them what I think, and they listen to me.” This type of support was 

one piece in the puzzle that led to her recovery. When asked about how she thought people 

have helped with her recovery, Marcia responded “Just being with me, and you know, be nice 

to me.”  

Marcia developed strong bonds with the staff at Coronada.  

 

Redcoats - I love ‘em all. They are very sweet and very kind, and they are very 

helpful. They’ve helped me a lot…I certainly like them. They have gone out of 

their way to help me if I ask for it. 

 

Jorge, the manager - he always made sure I’m taken care of. He knows how to 

fix my TV. I call him “Dimples” because he has them when he smiles, and he 

likes that.   

 

Francois, the activities leader - She's very sweet and very giving and tries to 

please everybody which is almost impossible to do but she does it. 

 

Coronada has small clusters of residents unlike many large-scale memory care facilities 

for the elderly. The size offers an opportunity for capable residents to get to know each other 

quickly, while the more severe memory-challenged residents still have a lot of familiar faces 

around them and smaller common spaces that feel more like family rooms than a facility. When 
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her recovery became obvious, there was talk of moving Marcia to a minimally assisted living 

building, as she no longer really needed special memory care support. Marcia dismissed that 

notion by saying, “I have friends here and I’m not moving across the way.” In the interviews, 

Marcia commented about one dear new friend from Coronada, whom she fondly nicknamed 

“New York.” “She just wears you out talking about New York, but yet we're more like sisters. 

We can argue but we still like each other.” There was another resident, Miss Margaret, who 

doesn’t speak at all. Marcia watched over her with care and encouraged her to hold my own 

small dog (Figure 3) when he occasionally visited instead of Snowy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Source: Author. A dementia patient happily hugging a chihuahua.  

 

Marcia continued to build relationships. Recently, while visiting Marcia during bingo, 

I asked the newest Coronada resident, Sam, how old he was. I’d read his birthday was in 

December but was amazed to learn he was nearly 99. Marcia questioned if he served in WWII 

and Sam nodded and told us all about it - including how his command of four languages landed 

him a unique position in the military. I asked if he could still speak German, French or Italian 

and Sam proceeded to dazzle us. We had an enjoyable conversation (mostly in English) over 

several rounds of highly competitive bingo. The staff said Sam had not revealed much of 

anything since his arrival a few weeks ago and they were amazed as they listened in to the 

conversation. Marcia, of course, was delighted to have acquired yet another new friend.  

 

Discussion and Implications 

 

Not every 91-year old can recover from dementia like Marcia and not every 99-year 

old can still speak four languages. Living with any level of dementia does not have to mean a 

death sentence. I discovered if you take time to say “hi” or ask the residents questions, those 

who are able are delighted to answer and often have some fascinating stories to share. There’s 

nothing quite like seeing a sad, blank stare transform into a beautiful smile at just being greeted 

by name, being asked a question or by hugging a chihuahua.               

For me, the overarching message from the analysis became clear. Recovery from 

dementia is possible if the person has a strong drive, the right support, and some luck. With 

only 1 to 20% of those diagnosed with dementia likely to recover and decreased odds for the 

elderly (Clarfield, 2005), my mom faced slim chances. Consistent with the literature, her 

recovery was aided by early diagnosis and intervention, rehab, accommodations, and medical 

treatment. While these factors helped to jump-start her recovery, it seemed her strong drive to 

regain as much of her independence as possible and her dream to return home to Indiana in the 

future sustained her recovery. Specifically, her recovery seemed to result from a combination 

of: the medication; her faith in God; her love for her dog; therapy; regular cognitive activities; 

socialization; a neurologist and also a care facility staff that respected, empowered and believed 

in her; new and old friends; and family, including me - her “active monitor” daughter who 

listened and learned while serving as her chief advocate. Marcia’s recovery truly feels like a 

miracle.  
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The Future - Conclusions 

 

It is hoped that the study provides an example for dementia support teams to understand 

something new and/or helpful about the experiences of living with dementia from the unique 

perspective of a patient…or just to offer some hope. Educating people with dementia along 

with their families and broader support teams about experiencing dementia may help them 

better understand the process so they can adjust their expectations and approach to care and 

recovery. A recovery-based approach can mean a more optimistic outlook for older persons 

with dementia, by increasing the likelihood of living as valued and respected individuals in 

their community no matter what level of recovery is possible (Gavan, 2011).   

Narratives help us to learn about specific individuals and society and culture more 

generally (Patton, 2015). My mom felt as though her life had been taken from her when she 

suffered from dementia and began the uncertain road to recovery. Her story touches on society 

and its acceptance and treatment of those diagnosed with dementia. Frequently, in the end, the 

narrative combines views from the participant’s life with those of the researcher’s life in a 

collaborative narrative (Clandinin & Connelly, 2000). That is exactly what happened in this 

study.  

A good narrative analysis encourages the reader to think beyond the surface message 

and towards a broader concept (Riessman, 2008). The process of capturing Marcia’s story, 

reviewing the research and thinking about what it all meant certainly moved me to think about 

the bigger picture...how society treats people with dementia versus how they would like to be 

treated.  

We did make changes to the little picture - for my mom. The takeaway from listening 

to her interviews was learning just how much she values her independence and the recognition 

that she has recovered mentally and has earned more freedom in her life. I realized there were 

changes we could make or already have made to safely return more ownership for various 

aspects of mom’s life.  

We are happy to report Marcia once again has a checking account (for “fun” money) 

that can work around the “no cash” rule at her facility. Just yesterday, Coronada issued a rare 

resident key to Marcia that she now proudly wears around her wrist. As a result of her being 

able to lock he door, her room feels more like an apartment of her very own. Most importantly, 

I’ve worked with her doctor to set a timetable for Marcia to move back home to Indiana next 

spring to another facility. And yes, they will figure out a way for Snowy to make the move 

right along with Marcia, so they can continue their mutual joy of frequent visits. I’m confident 

the return home will bring Marcia peace and she will revel with pride that comes from 

conquering recovery, regaining more independence and achieving her dreams.  

As for me, while I’m proud of my mom, I’ll miss those daily visits, with Snowy tugging 

on the leash to race down the hallway to Marcia’s door, fixing her TV remote (again) and 

seeing what stylish outfit she chose to put on that day. Instead, I’ll go back to calling by phone 

to hear about her day and then visiting every few months as I did before the stroke. As for the 

Coronada residents…I’ve  promised to keep in touch. I’ll stop by at least monthly to play some 

bingo and enjoy conversations about WWII, the darn weather or the dessert they served at 

lunch that day. Maybe we can Facetime Marcia.  
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